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Jean Nahimana
Senior Manager

E    jean-helice.nahimana@pwc.com

Wim Lenaerts
Director

E    wim.lenaerts@pwc.com 
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Virtual Robotics

What do you like?

What do you dislike?

What would you do 
in your own 
organisation?
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Concrete 
examples

Broad overview 
different 
possibilities

Idea that 
building RPA 
is easy

Can start 
small 

Practical but 
can be 
expanded

Real 
opportunity “Tailored” Knowledge-a

ble speakers

Timeframe of 
projects -> 
concrete 
development

Seems a bit 
abstract

Screening of 
uploaded 
documents in 
Workday (PwC)

I see a lot of 
quick wins in 
our business 
PwC ;-)

Brief users on 
possibilities

1 source of 
input
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   SmartReward

Bart Van den Bussche
Director PwC

T    +32 474 23 93 48
E    bart.van.den.bussche@pwc.com 

Mathias Loose
Senior Sales Manager & 
SmartReward product owner AON

T    +32 477 13 50 39
E    mathias.loose@aon.com 
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SmartReward
DEMO 1: SmartReward portal & mobile app - focus on user experience
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SmartReward: modular setup
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SmartReward
B

randing
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SmartReward
Trends in the field of flexible remuneration
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SmartReward
Demo 2: future enhancements introducing the health aspect
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SmartReward
Demo 2: future enhancements introducing the health aspect
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Contact

Bart Van den Bussche
Director PwC

T    +32 474 23 93 48
E    bart.van.den.bussche@pwc.com 

Mathias Loose
Senior Sales Manager & 
SmartReward product owner AON

T    +32 477 13 50 39
E    mathias.loose@aon.com 

www.pwc.be

Enya Steenssens
Senior Consultant PwC

T    +32 478 35 33 61
E    enya.steenssens@pwc.com  

Marco van Stiphout
Senior Sales Manager

T    +32 476 98 45 63
E    marco.van.stiphout@aon.com  
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SmartReward

What do you like?

What do you dislike?

What would you do 
in your own 
organisation?

20

Gamification

Enabling 
employee 
engagement

Instant 
complete 
gross > net

Flexibility & 
personalisatio
n

# possible 
alternative 
rewards

Transparency

Visualisa-
tion

Independ-
ance

Interface 
payroll 
agencies

Nice 
one-page 
view of all 
benefits

Will be 
‘linkable’ to 
rewards tool

Transparency

Flexibility

Cost control

Same 
functionalities 
both 
mobile/web 
platform

WellOne 
rather broad 
scope

New ideas on 
attraction & 
retention 
young talent 
(biotech/pharm
a is a true 
warzone for 
talents

Flexibility & 
choice

SmartReward 
> great tool

Clear
Simple
Useful

Reach 
transparency
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SmartReward

What do you like?

What do you dislike?

What would you do 
in your own 
organisation?
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Finalise job 
classification
Set up a 
cafeteria plan

Use demo to 
sell cafeteria 
concept

Introduce flex 
rewards for 
different focus 
groups

Budget for 
rental car?

Does not 
account for 
complex 
cases 
(expats)

WellOne
> Privacy?
> Willingness 
employees?

Are all those 
health data 
relevant?

WellOne docs 
not convincing

There’s a pilot 
ongoing on 
WellOne

Frequency of 
choice 
moments

Budget for 
taxi/Uber?

Legislation is 
not ready

Citybikes
Villo
Vélo

It’s a different 
tool -> my 
company 
moves to one 
platform



www.pwc.com/digital
Strictly private and confidential
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Chatbots
How can they help your business?

Jens Devloo
Tech Lead Experience Center BE

T    +32 475 46 51 50
E    jens.devloo@pwc.com   +32 475 
46 51 50
E    jens.devloo@pwc.com 
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For users For businesses For developers

Chatbots provide benefits for user,
businesses and developers

・ User wouldn’t need to leave the 
environment they are already in (i.e. 
the messenger apps) and can avoid 
having to log in

・ There is no need for the user to learn 
how to use an AI. We already send 23 
billion text messages every day and are 
familiar with how messaging works.

・ There is no need to download a new 
app

・ Immediate answer, available 24/7

・ 90% accurate answer

・ Personalised

・ Development cost of a chatbot is typically 
lower compared to a website or mobile apps

・ Deploying updates are painless and fast

・ All built on integrations and other services

・ Quality and detail of the responses are 
controlled, consistent and captured

・ Relieve congestion in contact centres

・ Ability to centralise knowledge and develop 
a data driven approach to future 
developments

・ Chatbots are entirely driven by API and 
events. Which means developers don’t need 
to worry about UI design and elements

・ Logic is distilled into modular parts and can 
be reused across different applications and 
platforms. which means duplication efforts is 
avoided and developers can easily build on 
each other effort

・ Given the modular structure  and integration 
logic, it’s easier to change and update.

・ A complex architecture can be achieved with 
separate API tiers that will allow loose-tight 
coupling
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PwC Tenzing: a recruitment chatbot and a marketing tool

The PwC Belgium ‘Sherpa’ recruitment campaign has proven to be a 
success for quite some years, but since 2017 its focus around the 
attitude of ‘guiding students to a top job’ was enhanced with:

“A Sherpa-chatbot: Tenzing”

・ answering students’ questions about joining and working at PwC

・ assist them in creating their ideal CV

・ prepare them for a selection day

・ inform them of and guide them to nearby recruitment events to 
meet us in person

・ guide them in applying for a job by submitting their CV

The chatbot is available on Facebook Messenger and is capable of:
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What does Tenzing do?

・ Answers to 90+ ‘frequently-asked-questions (FAQs)’ by 
means of funny quotes and examples, GIFs, promotional 
videos from our recruiters, etc.

・ Promotes, informs and guides (e.g. travel info) 
students to nearby PwC events, such as job-fairs, kick-off 
events, technology playdate, etc.

・ Guides them in creating their CV by giving suggestions 
(“I see that you’re involved in youth movement, have you 
included that?”), tips ‘n tricks, etc.

・ Prepares students for their PwC Selection Day by 
simulating a job interview, giving them tips and tricks, 
showing them an overview video, etc.

・ Encourages young graduates to apply by uploading 
their CV and invites them to take part in a competition to 
win a Tech trip to London or Shenzhen.
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Our approach: how Tenzing came to life

Business design workshop Agile development to learn from 
users’ feedback

In collaboration with PwC BE’s 
marketing bureau

・ Single day workshop with all 
stakeholders: HR, marketing (internal + 
external), development team, legal, etc.

・ Following user centered design 
principles to ideate on use cases and 
scenarios

・ Define MVP requirements and agree 
upon scope

・ Agile development: three 2-week sprints with 
5 part-time resources

・ Continuous improvement: prioritise user 
stories based on end-users’ feedback

・ Hosted on the fully scalable Google Cloud 
Platform

・ Online marketing campaign

・ Tenzing’s personality

・ Video’s, gifs, images, etc

・ Proofreading
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PwC Chatbot

What do you like?

What do you dislike?

What would you do 
in your own 
organisation?

30

Fun

Engage 
conversation

The GIFs

Good mix 
between 
explanation 
and try-out

Thought I 
needed more 
resources to 
manage a 
chatbot

Future-proof

Fun 

Engaging

Great tool

Interactive

Good for 
employer 
branding

Interactive > 
Questions

The humour 
in it

Looks easy to 
create Cool!

Flexibility

Adaptability
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PwC Chatbot

What do you like?

What do you dislike?

What would you do 
in your own 
organisation?
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Something to 
think about!

Answer all 
policy 
questions

Chatbot for 
HR FAQs 
instead of 
intranet

Still need to 
refer to 
careers site

More info on 
how PwC can 
help other 
companies

Show a live 
chat next time

Show the 
hurdles

Seems 
complicated 
to have that in 
a smaller 
company

Too robotic 
voice

Definitely 
create as well

Internal 
chatbot?

Sure Payroll 
questions

HR admin 
questions

Recruitment & 
Onboarding

Internal PwC 
Chatbot > 
Help HR 
Helpdesk
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myTaxLocator

Philip Maertens
Partner People & Organisation

E    philip.maertens@pwc.com
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MyTaxLocator

What do you like?

What do you dislike?

What would you do 
in your own 
organisation?

37

Great idea! Easy to use Covers a lot 
of burden

Agreement 
with tax 
authorities

Digital 
solution:
> paperless
> easy

Collabora-
tion/direct 
link tax 
authorities

Somewhat 
too long 
explanation

Needs manual 
initiation
> if you forget, still 
need for other 
evidence
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